INTRODUCTION
There is a debate amongst econotnists over whether foreign exchange restrictionsas a form of capital controll-drive away foreign investors, or whether they can be used to stem the damaging effects of the flow of `hot money'; why do countries impose capital restrictions and whether such restrictions are the best available options to countries facing economic crises.2 For international investment lawyers, the main questions are: to what extent is a host state under legal duty to comply with the capital repatriation obligations of an investment treaty in the face of economic or financial crisis or threat thereof? Who should bear the risk of such economic turmoil and measures taken by the state to ameliorate the situation; should it be the private investor or the public in whose interest the restrictions were imposed? Should a determination by the national authorities on the appropriateness to impose restrictions be self-judging or subjected to an international scrutiny under relevant investment treaties and instruments such as the Articles of Agreement of the IMF, GATT and GATS rules? What margin of appreciation should be afforded a host state in an analysis of the rights of the foreign investor to repatriate capital on the one hand, and the regulatory autonomy of the host state on the other? In this article, we will explore these questions in the context of investor-state relationship under There is no clear cut distinction between exchange `control' on one hand and 'restriction on the other. Instead, any distinction is usually made on a case by casc basis. H. Aufricht, Exchange Restrictions under the Fund Agreement, 2 Jwr� (1968) 297, 298. According to Joseph Gold, exchange restrictions may be "described as the govemmental control of payments and transfers that affect the country's balance of payments, or as the goveniiiieiital control of the mcans used to make, or of the mcans resulting from, such payments and transfers." According to Fawcett, "[a]ll exchange restrictions are a form of control; but not all exchange control is restrictive of international payments." For instance, "the requirement that exchange transactions be carried out through authorised dealers, or the checking of the purposes for which foreign currency is needed, or the requirement that foreign currency obtained from export sales be surrendered for local currency, are all forms of exchange control, which are not in themselves restrictions upon the payments madc." J. Fawcett, The International modern investment treaties and in light of state practice and judicial and arbitral jurisprudence. The discussion of the issue is pertinent in view of current liberalisation of capital movements in tune with globalisation and the susceptibility of countries to experience financial crisis or suffer from its "contagion" eSects.-� The issue is made more interesting in view of the different conclusions reached by arbitral tribunals sitting over disputes arising from the Argentine economic crisis and the legal consequences of such crisis on the country's responsibility to foreign investors who suffered economic härm as a result of measures adopted by the Argentine government to tackle the problems.
Section one examines the economic and political rationale for capital restrictions and the historical development of liberalisation of capital movements in developed and developing countries with a view to demonstrating the commonality in perception and use of capital controls by all countries at one time or another. It notes that whilst recognising the right of member states to impose capital controls, the IMF Articles of Although junsprudentially, exchange restrictions and control are different-the Former constituting a "real interference" with international Financial transaction and so prohibited under the IMF Agreements, as opposed to the latter which is a "mere nuisance" on such transactions but allowable under the IMF Agreement-neverthcless. both could have the same practical effect, which is to limits capital transfer and probably impose hardship on private commercial and economic activities-hence the terms being used interchangeably. Gold, (1984), ibid, 52; Schuster, ibid, 31-34, 140-144 1 "Recent financial crises have put capital controls in the focus of renewed investigation..." See Elo (2007) supra (n.l). The imperative for the investigation is not only trom the economic and policy perspective but also, from the international investment law angle as will be demonstrated in this article.
